Subject: Feltonville Intermediate  
Fire Alarm System Replacement  
SDP Contract No. B-016c of 2020/2021

Location: Feltonville Intermediate  
238 East Wyoming Ave.  
Philadelphia PA 19120

This Addendum dated October 06, 2021 shall modify and become part of the Contract Documents for the work of this project. Any items not mentioned herein, or affected by, shall be performed strictly in accordance with the original documents.

Question #1: Is an annunciator required in the Main Office, Room001?

Response: Provide an annunciator in the Main Office and the Fire department entrance. Refer to attached revised Sheet E-104. Coordinate final locations with SDP project manager.

Question #2: On the site visit, we observed that the location where the new FACP is to be installed is not actually available, as there is other equipment located in that area. Please indicate in plan another location where the new FACP can be installed.

Response: New FACP to be installed on the south wall of the building engineer’s office adjacent to the existing 25kva transformer. Field determine FACP final location with SDP construction manager.

Question #3: There is only (1) new power circuit shown in the panel schedule for H-1-B. Please confirm the FACP and all the NAC panels are fed from this same circuit. If additional circuits are required, please indicate where to feed them from.

Response: All panels are to be connected from same circuit as indicated.

Question #4: General sheet note D on E-104 states to paint all fire alarm conduit red. Please confirm painted red conduit is not required.

Response: Per SDP, painted red conduit is NOT required.
Question #5: Keyed note 2 on drawing E-101 states that we are to disconnect and then reconnect the existing tamper and flow switches in room 123D to the new fire alarm system. However, on the site visit, it did not appear that the existing tamper and flow switches in room 123D were electronic, nor did it appear that they have existing wiring to them. Please clarify how to proceed. If new tamper and flow switches are to be provided, please indicate the pipe sizes.

Response: No new tamper and/or flow switches are needed. Existing conditions are in compliance with NFPA 13-2013 8.16.1.1.2 Supervision.

End of Addendum